A   GLORIOUS   MOUNTAIN   HOLIDAY
with me. There is a delightful contrast between these
difficult but short climbs on niagnesian limestone—where,
if the rock is sound, as it usually is, the steepest faces are
surmountable with safety—and Himalayan mountain-
eering, where things are dangerous without being difficult,
and a single mountain may take many days to climb.
Our party consisted of my brother and myself, occasion-
ally with the addition of Frank Smythe, whom I found
staying at Cortina, and in whose introduction to rock-
climbing I had taken a part three years before in York-
shire. We had a splendid time, finding great joy in grip-
ping the firm, steep, and jagged rocks, picking our way
by a combination of our own sense and an imperfectly
understood German guide-book.
Footholds do not get scratched in the Dolomites, for
climbers there usually use rope-soled shoes or rubbers,
and, therefore, leave no traces. This makes route-finding
harder, but better practice and more enjoyable. The
biggest climb we did was the traverse of the Langkofel,
going up the north-east face, along a terrace of great
length. Round its corner was a rock-face of incredible
steepness, up which my brother was the only one of us
who could lead. Smythe and I both had a try, but in
vain. After several hundred feet the steepness seemed to
ease off and incline towards the summit. My brother
climbed, as always, magnificently, and with the moral
support of the rope, Smythe and I followed, until at length
we could all move together, and found ourselves eventually
on the top of the peak.
It was a marvellous day, affording a beautiful view over
the rock-peaks on three sides and the flat-topped Sella
Mountain on the other. Nevertheless, we had to get
down again, and the German guide-book read backwards
was more difficult than ever. Moreover, Smythe's rope-
soled shoes were dropping to bits and there was a good
deal of snow on the descent. We found the way, however,
and were soon at a level at which I could unrope and
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